
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVENTS calendar 

3 JANUARY 2017 

BOOK LAUNCH ‘CICATRIZ DI 

MIRADA’  

7.00 pm 

Renaissance Marketplace, Aruba 

8 JANUARY 2017 

YAKANUKO, FIGHT FOR 

YOUR DREAMS 

01.00 – 04.00 pm 

Stadstheater De Kom 

19-22 JANUARY 2017 

WRITERS UNLIMITED 

26 JANUARY – 1 FEBRUARY 2017 

POEZIEWEEK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SOON ON SALE! 

 

BookIsh Plaza  ‘a  good read @ a great price’ 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

info@bookishplaza.com 
www.bookishplaza.com 

www.facebook.com/BookIshPlaza 

https://twitter.com/BookIshPlaza 

 

WELCOME TO THE BOOKISH PLAZA eZINE 
a few activities: a book launch of 

a promising young poet and 

Yakanuko is going on stage once 

again.  

We have two interesting books 

that will be for sale next year at 

BookIsh Plaza. One of them on 

the coffee business in Aruba and 

the other on delicious meals of 

the islands.  

Our section of new books brings 

the latest by Jacques Hermelijn. 

Good reads to you and do share 

our ezine in your network.  

Finally we wish all our readers a  

prosperous and inspiring 2017! 

 

The BookIsh Plaza Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We’re on the brink of a new 

year. As we look back on 2016,  

we must say it wasn’t a bad one 

for Caribbean Literature. As you 

can read in this ezine, Caribbean 

writers are making the list on an 

international level in the US & 

the UK. More readers are eager 

to ride the literary rhythms of 

the Caribbean. So this is a 

positive note, that hopefully will 

extend itself in 2017. 

The January events calendar has 

 

 YAKANUKO; Where Dreams Come True 
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Poetry                                     € 15,00 
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Yakanuko is a heroic theater adventure that will touch 
and inspire young and old. The show tells the story of a 
child who through the harsh reality of life loses his 
ability to dream and then by love and friendship regains 
the power to fight for his dreams. A total experience 
with theatre, song, dance, visual effects and a 
spectacular laser show. Discover together with among 
others actor Curt Fortin, singers Sarah & Julia and air 
acrobat Noi Boy how strong inner strength can be.  
The performance is based on the lavishly illustrated 
youth novel Yakanuko - Een gevaarlijke opdracht. 

Youth novel                                                 € 12,99 

 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

BOOKS make 

great Gifts 

https://www.facebook.com/events/1706545686322794/
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http://www.writersunlimited.nl/
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https://twitter.com/BookIshPlaza
http://bookishplaza.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=628
http://bookishplaza.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=495&search=yakanuko
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 New Books  

 

 

 

 

NOVEL 

 

 

GRAPHIC NOVEL 

 

 

 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL 
 

 

 

Zadie Smith’s Swing Time is among the best books of 2016. And 

The Sound of Things Falling by Juan Gabriel Vásquez is among the 

Atlantic’s best books of 2016. Three Jamaican writers skanked their 

way on to the New York Times notable books of 2016 lists, 

showcasing that international audiences continue to eagerly ride 

the literary rhythms of the Caribbean. Along with the New York 

Times listing, writers from across the region made their way to the 

Kirkus Best Books of 2016 lists as well as snagged positions on the 

Dublin International Literary Awards longlist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swing Time (Penguin) (the title refers variously to jazz and Fred 

Astaire and the arcing movements of history) is a novel about 

dancing, and it’s hard to imagine a more fitting union of author and 

subject; this is a book that has been choreographed as much as 

written. In it, a series of couples move, together, through time: the 

unnamed narrator and her childhood best friend, joined, in the 

1980s, by their shared love of the stage; the narrator and her 

politically ambitious mother; the narrator and her eventual boss, a 

Madonna-esque pop star who is building a school in an unspecified 

country in West Africa; the narrator and London; London and New 

York; wealth and poverty. The two, all the twos, pair and part and 

whir and whirl to Smith’s distinctive music.  

 

In his novel, The Sound of Things Falling (Bloomsbury), Juan Gabriel 

leaves the reader in the hands of a convalescent narrator named 

Antonio, who has been traumatized by the violence spurred by the  

Colombian drug war. Having survived a shooting that claimed 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

Caribbean Writers Making the List: Best Books of 2016!  

BOOKISH PLAZA 
Promote your culture  

through Books 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BookIsh Publishers  
BookIsh Publishers is a small 

publishing house for Caribbean 

authors living in the Netherlands. 

Check out our Guidelines for 

Manuscripts! 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza sells fiction and non-fiction books online. We are 

specialized in (Caribbean) literature and poetry, but we also have books 

on history, politics, sociology and children’s books among others.  

BookIsh Plaza also has a collection of second hand books from novels 

to non-fiction and social sciences books. 

 

Jamaican Nicole Dennis-Benn’s debut novel 

Here Comes the Sun (Liveright) and Ishion 

Hutchison’s latest poetry collection House of 

Lords and Commons (Farrar, Staus and Giroux) 

both made their way to the NY Times’ fifty best 

fiction and poetry books. 

Dennis-Benn’s Here Comes the Sun, which the 

New York Times had dubbed “the ultimate 

antibeach novel” in its June review, also made 

its way to the Kirkus Best Fiction Books of 2016 

list. The Kirkus review said of Here Comes the 

Sun, “Haunting and superbly crafted, this is a 

magical book from a writer of immense talent 

and intelligence.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indeed, the November NYT review of 

Hutchinson’s collection lauded him as Jamaica’s 

best new poet. “Ishion Hutchinson’s darkly 

tinged yet exuberant new poems are the 

strongest to come out of the Caribbean in a          

generation,” the review said. 

Two children’s books also made the NYT list, 

Nicola Yoon’s The Sun is Also a Star (Delacorte) 

and Trinidadian author Lynn Joseph’s Dancing in 

the Rain (Blouse & Skirt Books) dubbed by Kirkus 

as worthy to be among its list of Best Middle-

Grade Books of 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other side of the pond, two writers were 

included in the recent announcement of  for the 

International Dublin Literary Award 2017 longlist 

(which features books published in 2015). This list 

of books nominated by libraries from across the 

globe included Trinidad and Tobago’s André Alexis 

with Fifteen Dogs (Coach House Books) as well as 

The Star Side of Bird Hill (Penguin Publishing 

Group) by Naomi Jackson, who is a Brooklyn 

native by way of Barbados. 

 

 

 

Source: Repeating Islands & Susumba.com 
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What is BookIsh Plaza! 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

a good read at a great price  

FREE eZine? Send an e-mail to info@bookishplaza.com 

 

BookIsh Publishers and BookIsh Plaza are part of the BookIsh Group. 
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SNEAK PEEK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the life of his friend, Antonio is now compulsively preoccupied 

with the day the incident happened. Unlike his countryman 

Gabriel García Márquez, Vásquez does not employ magic to tell 

a story; he uses phantom pain. And yet, there remains 

something of an occult tone to Vásquez’s Colombia—the 

abandoned spoils of Pablo Escobar’s empire, the oppressive 

humidity of the deep jungle, the dim, cobbled streets on the 

fringes of Bogotá—that is reminiscent of a Thomas Cole 

painting. It’s amid this dense landscape that Antonio engages in 

the “damaging exercise of remembering.” 
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